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BandwidthX Named to the GSMA 100  

Mobile Operators from around the world selected  

BandwidthX as a growth leader in 5G and networking. 

 
CARLSBAD, Calif. – The GSMA has named BandwidthX to the ‘GSMA 100’, a global 

innovation discovery initiative designed to identify the world’s most promising growth-stage 

companies and advance the next generation of connectivity and digital services. GSMA 100 

is part of the GSMA’s innovation portfolio and aims to stimulate new value by connecting 

growth stage companies with mobile operator executives.  

 

“We welcome BandwidthX to the GSMA 100. The GSMA 100 are leaders in growth categories 

poised to drive digital transformation and innovation in the mobile marketplace,” said Laxmi 

Akkaraju, Chief Strategy Officer, GSMA. “We look forward to working with BandwidthX to 

champion their success by unlocking new doors for business development and investment 

across the mobile industry.” 

 

“BandwidthX is very pleased to join the GSMA 100. We have an innovative solution that brings 

dramatic savings and performance improvements in LTE and 5G networks to the global mobile 

industry,” says BandwidthX CEO Mike Kleiman. “We look forward to sharing our 

transformative approach with GSMA community.” 

 

BandwidthX carrier-neutral exchange platforms employ idle data capacity across mobile 

network boundaries. The solutions automatically reach across network boundaries to better 

redistribute load and improve connection quality. They create tremendous cost savings while 

improving network performance, coverage, and subscriber experience.  

 

The GSMA 100 represents the innovation priorities of mobile operators around the world. The 

selected companies are nominated by GSMA operator members, ecosystem partners and 

leading technology investors. BandwidthX joins the third cohort of the GSMA 100 companies, 

which also includes: ChipperCash, FirstPoint, Forward Networks, Juvo, AlefEdge, Volterra, 

Cellwize, and Altiostar Networks. 

 



 

 

For further information about BandwidthX and its solution, visit https://bandwidthx.com/ or 

follow @BandwidthX on Twitter. For further information on the GSMA 100, visit: 

www.gsma100.com. 

 

Ends 
 

About the GSMA 
The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide, uniting more than 750 
operators with over 350 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem, including handset and 
device makers, software companies, equipment providers and internet companies, as well 
as organisations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA also produces the industry-leading 
MWC events held annually in Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as the Mobile 
360 Series of regional conferences. 
 
For more information, please visit the GSMA corporate website at www.gsma.com.  Follow 
the GSMA on Twitter: @GSMA.  
 
 
About BandwidthX 
 
BandwidthX provides carrier-neutral exchange platforms that put idle mobile capacity to work 
across ownership boundaries. The solutions extend the capacity and coverage of data 
networks, creates CAPEX and OPEX savings, and enhances network performance for 
mobile subscribers. The company’s initial business was based on Wi-Fi capacity with tens of 
millions of mobile devices and access points active on its platform. Its services have grown 
to include cellular capacity (LTE and 5G). With BandwidthX’s award winning products 
everyone in the mobile data ecosystem wins: from mobile and network operators to 
equipment and software vendors and services providers and, of course, the end users of 
mobile devices. Learn more about BandwidthX at https://www.bandwidthx.com/.  
 


